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INTRODUCTION 
Omnichannel is a fairly new concept that is still relatively misunderstood.  It is often confused in the 
contact center with multichannel.  However omnichannel is significantly more than just multichannel, 
and comes with many significant benefits as a result. 

Multichannel has grown out of the often ad hoc need to add different communications channels for 
customer service and sales. Multichannel was initially touted in industry magazines, but had very few 
implementations. Email was the trailblazer at the time, and although Chat was talked about a lot, it has 
only reached mainstream use in the last two or three years. 

In the middle of the last decade, software providers like Upstream Works began to capture and use 
interactions from the multiple channels to provide analytics on channel use, agent effectiveness, or first 
contact resolution.  In these early days of what would eventually become known as Omnichannel, 
multichannel context was the key element used to help improve not only the customer experience, but 
also the contact center’s operations and efficiency. 

What context did was add a unifying, consistent, apples to apples mechanism that gave agents customer 
information that was, at least, equal across all channels.  This meant that customers ultimately got a 
better experience, as agents knew a little bit of what they were talking about. Thus, the beginnings of 
omnichannel were defined, not to the siloed multichannel point solutions, but rather the ability to 
collect consistent customer context and process flow information across the call center for any of the 
point multichannel systems being used. 

 
DEFINITION  
The foundation of contact center omnichannel1 is to provide a single customer experience across any 
channel – providing the same level of service as you would for a phone call for an email, or for a chat, or 
SMS, or some as yet to be determined channel that will be the next flavor of the week.  Businesses need 
to be able to provide a consistently high level of service to their customers; and this means that they 
have to provide the same training, the same tools, and apply the same management capabilities to the 
agents who are providing the service, regardless of the channel2 being used.   

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

                                                                 
 
 

__________________________ 
1 Contact center omnichannel differentiated from retail omnichannel 
2 A ‘Channel’ is how a customer chooses to contact you – it may be traditional Voice; it may be email or 
chat; it may also be a digital voice channel such as Skype, or a social channel such as Twitter. 
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HISTORY 
Since the 1980s, the practice of managing a contact center has evolved, with significant effort being put 
into ensuring the experience was repeatable, predictable and managed (Ok, that’s still debateable).  The 
work flows were evaluated, the money was spent on expensive phone, ACD, CTI systems.  And most 
importantly, the management tools were developed to apply order to what could have easily been 
chaos of the nth magnitude.   As a result, call centers began to improve, if not their service, at least their 
efficiency at delivering that service in the most effective manner possible. 

Then came multichannel.  Customers wanted to support email. They wanted Chat.  But not a lot of it.  
Business responded by adding those channels. Volumes were low. Investment was low.  Service was 
different. The new ‘contact’ center manager had a handle on their voice traffic and performance.  Not so 
for these digital channels.  Multichannel didn’t allow a business to manage customers and agents 
effectively to provide consistent service, because the ROI for the large investment wasn’t there. 

As channels proliferated, the problem was exacerbated. Customers, preferring digital convenience, 
contacted companies on whichever channel made sense for them at the time – and expected an even 
better service level than they had become accustomed to on the phone.  

Omnichannel success isn’t just a matter of adding in new channels.  Adding this complexity – with no 
thought to the ultimate agent or customer experience – is what’s driving the overall drop in customer 
satisfaction.  Omnichannel success also includes consistency – of customer experience, agent 
experience, and management.   

 
FIVE ELEMENTS OF OMNICHANNEL 
1) Multichannel Support 
Basic multichannel support, on its own, does not constitute an omnichannel solution.  However, it is a 
key requirement in any omnichannel solution.  You have to able to provide multiple contact channels to 
your customer base in order for them to contact you the way they find convenient, at the time they find 
convenient.  Key to any omnichannel implementation is the ability to add new channels easily, while 
inheriting the full toolset and without adding net new communications silos.  

2) Context 
Omnichannel requires the ability for an agent to truly understand the customer journey across time and 
across channels. Context is the unifying factor when an interaction is received by an agent, and the 
collection of information on any interaction must be easy, must be automated, and must be consistent 
across channels.  

3) Consistent Tools (Integration)  
Customers now expect a consistent experience across touchpoints and often begin their journeys in a 
digital medium.  The siloed multichannel approach to service is fragmented and expensive to maintain.  
Much of that expense comes from providing an integrated business solution, which is a key element of 
an efficient contact center.  Because voice is so prevalent, it is easy to do a return on investment for 
business system’s integration for the large volume of voice calls.  The ROI quickly disappears if the 
integration work needs to be re-engineered for each contact channel. The typical complexities of 
integration will serve to ensure, however, that it’s going to be done sparingly, resulting in performance 
and experience silos throughout the contact center. Introducing the concept of interaction 
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‘normalization’ into the equation allows integration to be done once for all channels. This eliminates 
multichannel silos for the agent, and also ensures that when new channels are added, new, non-
integrated silos are not re-introduced, starting the downward slide again.  

4) Management Tools 
The next component of omnichannel is also one that is most overlooked.  Multichannel 
implementations provide management tools with varying levels of functionality for each channel.  
However, even standard numbers that are valid across channels are calculated differently.   By using 
multiple data sources and disparate channels, management becomes a patchwork of differing KPIs and 
performance capabilities.  You can divide management tools into three sections – starting with tools for 
an agent or supervisor to manage an individual interaction, and tools for management to manage 
process and agents.  And spanning both these sections is the third – the ability to understand the 360 
degree customer journey both by the agent, and by management. 

Interaction Management  
If different systems use different tools, providing an agent or supervisor with a consistent and integrated 
set of capabilities becomes impossible.  Imagine a customer calling about an email that was sent, and 
the agent not being able to find the email or act on it with the customer on the phone (well, actually,  
that’s super easy to imagine, because it happens all the time).  A true contact center omnichannel 
solution provides a single set of tools across the board and allows agents to provide the best, and most 
importantly, most cost effective service to customer regardless of how they contact you.  This ensures 
that the customer is not impacted by your internal operations.  That not only improves service, but most 
importantly, it’s going to reduce redundant, cross channel contacts and save you money by decreasing 
your overall contact volumes. 

Contact Center Management (Reporting) 
There are a wide variety of consistent and effective contact center metrics used in the industry – from 
First Call Resolution to Average Handle Time.  An omnichannel solution needs to be able to provide you 
with consistent, blended numbers that can be freely compared and used for overall contact center 
improvement. Tracking First Contact Resolution – regardless of the channel, not only exposes poor 
customer service, but it also exposes process errors and performance problems that go beyond the 
customer experience and directly impact the bottom line. 

The Customer Journey 
The customer journey – across time and across channels – has significant impact on the contact center’s 
operations.  As an agent understands how and when the customer has been interacting with the 
business, they help build rapport with that person, and improve customer service.  This is really the core 
value of context which was covered earlier.  But capturing this information for understanding the macro 
performance of the contact center is where the cost savings are made. The ability to display patterns 
based on different criteria allows the omnichannel contact center manager to evaluate channel 
effectiveness – are customer questions being asked and answered on a specific channel, or just 
deferred? Are the assumed cost savings of a channel invalidated by a high number of repeat contacts, or 
a significantly longer interaction handle time?  These questions are the heart of understanding the 
customer’s journey and how you can optimize it effectively. Performance can be improved 
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systematically, and efforts can be spent working on the expensive issues, rather than the “squeaky” 
ones.  And as new channels are added, the contact center ensures that these analytical journey 
capabilities are not siloed and further ignored. 

 
5) Agent Desktop (Usability)  
The last aspect of an omnichannel solution is its usability.  Providing a consistent agent desktop that ties 
everything together for processing any type of interaction, ensures that both the customer and the 
agent have a consistent experience.  The desktop not only allows the agent to follow a consistent 
workflow, it also helps to unify the cross channel context by providing consistent and standard collection 
of customer data, regardless of how they contact the center. 

 
CONSISTENCY IN THE CONTACT CENTER 
Consistency of information. Consistency of performance. These elements are both required for a great 
omnichannel experience. Agents need to provide consistent cross channel service.  And the business 
needs to be able to measure them in a consistent manner.  The business needs to ensure that a single 
process is followed to resolve a specific issue.  That the process is consistent, even if the channel isn’t. If 
the contact center measures agent performance of phone agents based on handle times, agent solve 
rates,  and schedule adherence, then it needs to be able to derive the exact same numbers, from the 
exact same data, regardless of the channel3.   And if the contact center measures business performance 
based on FCR rates, Service Levels, or Lifetime Customer Value, then it needs to be able to consistently 
measure these across any channel. 

Understanding the channel, the reason, and the performance allows a center to improve how it 
manages agents and processes. 

Across the Board 
Omnichannel is still new enough that most centers do not have the ability to connect cause and effect 
across channels.  For example, I have anecdotally heard many times that implementing a chat channel 
will not reduce call volumes. Without having consistent and actionable data across channels, industry 
veterans can’t tell if that is because customers are now just interacting more, or if they are interacting 
on chat, and then phoning to get the issue resolved. As you can imagine, understanding this would go a 
long way to helping determine not only how to improve customer satisfaction, but also to optimizing the 
bottom line performance of the center. 

  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

                                                                 
 

__________________________ 
3 Granted, handle times will vary between email and phone calls, but handle times will vary  
between phone call contact reasons as well. 
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ROI OF OMNICHANNEL 
The Return on Investment for a true contact center omnichannel solution is elusive to calculate.  The 
ROI from successfully adding a new channel without the associated decline in customer satisfaction and 
lifetime value is akin to calculating the value of implementing a phone system in the early 20th century.  
However, the tip of the iceberg can be seen in the following areas: 

Reduced transfers.  Agents will be able to see the full customer journey and not need to transfer to 
another agent for complete information.  In addition, skills based routing of associated incoming 
requests can help insure that the right agent gets the right task at the right time. 

Reduced repetition.  Reponses and response times can be measured and managed, ensuring that 
customers get a prompt and accurate answer, regardless of the channel.  Additional contacts on 
different channels are not required, reducing your overall interaction volumes. 

Channel optimization/preferred channel.  Some channels should not be used for some things.  
Understanding how your customers want to contact you and why will allow you to optimize where and 
when digital channels are offered, and to whom they are offered. 

Reduced handle times due to integration; access to information.  Eliminating integration silos means 
that everyone will get the basic advantages of integrated application pop.  Further, every agent will have 
better access to the information required to service a customer, eliminating miscommunication and 
repetition of information. 

Improved training capabilities. Identifying contact patterns, and an agent’s ability to service those 
contacts, allows training to move out of the realm of generalities and into the realm of specifics.  Agents 
can be trained on the finer points of email response to a specific demographic, or proper phone 
etiquette for dealing with customers with specific technical issues.  But the key here is that agents can 
be trained on exactly what they need to know (skills), as well as on exactly where they are having 
problems. 

Increased FCR.  First Call Resolution is hard enough.  Omnichannel solutions give you the ability to track 
First Contact Resolution – within a channel; across a channel.  With an average call center dealing with 
almost 50% repeat calls, this is a huge area for improvement. 

Improved conversion rates, increased Customer Lifetime Value.  Better customer satisfaction leads 
to something, right?  At a minimum, you should at least stop losing customers.  And with a good 
omnichannel solution, you will pleasantly surprise your customers by actually knowing something about 
them: when they called, that there is an email in the billing queue that hasn’t been acted on yet, and 
“Yes Ma’am, I’d be happy to take care of that for you now”.  Empowering your agents with the 
information they need to be able to take advantage of those moments of truth that occasionally occur.
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Better business insights.  Because you don’t know what you don’t know.  And with multichannel, you 
don’t know a lot. The leaders are working on how to improve email processes or chat processes; this is 
old thinking.  Businesses need to learn how to improve customer processes and agent processes to win, 
and only with an omnichannel solution can you get the information you need to make these 
improvements. 

 

SUMMARY 
Omnichannel thinking has been around for over ten years.  Omnichannel as a category has been around 
for three.  But it is a powerful concept that will help reverse the decline in customer satisfaction, and will 
prepare the business for the digital future that is rushing towards us.  As SMS Chat becomes the next big 
thing, and Chat Bots become the next source of “IVR Hell”, you will be positioned to add channels and 
capabilities quickly and easily and most importantly, economically.  Focusing beyond multichannel and 
context –to management, to integration and to the agent desktop to glue it all together for the agent, 
will help differentiate your company today and will provide you the tools and capabilities needed to 
continue to manage your contact center properly, regardless of how your customers contact you. 
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About Upstream Works Software 

Upstream Works provides organizations around the globe with omnichannel contact center software to 
increase agent success and build exceptional customer experiences. Our all-in-one, intuitive, smart 
agent desktop suite with seamless integration, reporting and analytics provides omnichannel interaction 
management and a unified view into the entire customer journey for insightful, personalized service 
excellence across every communication channel. 

With over 15 years of award-winning, omnichannel innovation, we bring contact center expertise and a 
proven, market-leading solution that extends our partners’ contact center capabilities. We’re committed 
to achieving the highest standards of excellence from product design to implementation and support. 

 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
Rob McDougall, President and co-founder of Upstream Works has been a catalyst for change within the 
contact center industry for many years. With Upstream Works, he developed a successful business that 
provides contact center solutions to many high profile customers.  
 
To ensure that Upstream Works continues to be a leader of innovation, Rob plays an active role in 
promoting the company through corporate evangelism, articles, and various speaking engagements. Rob 
is the author of many of Upstream Works’ whitepapers.  
 
Prior to the creation of Upstream Works, Rob held the role of R&D Director for TSB International/Telco 
Research, where he was responsible for product development and the tactical direction of InterLYNX CT, 
which served as the basis and the origins for Upstream Works’ Business Interaction Management. He 
graduated as an Electrical Engineer from the University of Western Ontario. 
 
 
FEEDBACK AND MORE INFORMATION 
Thanks for reading this report. I hope that you have found some valuable information that will help you 
achieve your contact center and corporate goals. I welcome your comments about this white paper, and 
invite you to suggest other topics that you would like us to address.  
My contact information is below.  
 
Rob McDougall  
President  
Upstream Works Software  
Phone: (905) 660-0969  
Email: rmcdougall@upstreamworks.com 
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